In this paper we present a method to obtain a possible self-adjoint Hamiltonian operator so its energies satisfy ((1/2+iEn)=0, which is an statement equivalent to Riemann Hypothesis, first we use the explicit formula for the Chebyshev function ((x) and apply the change x=exp(u), after that we consider an Statistical partition function involving the Chebyshev function and its derivative so Z=Tr{e-(H), from the integral definition of the partition function Z we try to obtain the Hamiltonian operator assuming that H=p2+V(x) by proposing a Non-linear integral equation involving Z() and V(x), for the case of the Partition function involving primes n
e −spn = Z 1 (s) we apply a similar method to find the associated Hamiltonian Z1=Tr{e-sH1} H1=p2+Q(x) , so "prime numbers" could be considered as the "Energy levels" of H1 Through the paper we will use natural units, so the Planck,s constant and Boltzmann,s k will have the value KB=?=1
? Λ(n)n −s and , ψ 0 (n) − ψ 0 (n − 1) = Λ(n) .
Then if we define the function:
Where p is a prime and m a positive integer this function has the next integral representation:
log here is the natural logarithm, and the sum 
e 3u −e u β = 1 T (2) we have called t n = E n and iu = −β → u = i/T where "u" is a real parameter and T is the Temperature of a certain hypothetical system in Thermodynamic equilibrium, where we can consider the "imaginary" temperature T as a "Wick rotated" version (angle ?=p/2) so the partition function has a finite "sum", the partition function is related for example to the probability of "finding" a root with |tn|=a, which belongs to the case of finding a "microstate" of the system with energy a or energy -a in the form:
Cos(au) Which is a real number. u=u(T)
The main objective of our method is to get a Hamiltonian self-adjoint operatorĤ
Note that the partition function is just the Trace of the exponential of certain Hamiltonian operator T r(e −βĤ ) = Z(β) and that the "Energies" of this Hamiltonian will satisfy:
e 3u −e u
Where Φ = Φ n (x) are the "Eigenfunctions" of the Hamiltonian operator H. In classical and semi-classical Physics if the variables p and x can vary continuously the partition function is defined via the integral (considering a monoatomic and one dimensional theoretical gas interacting under a potential V(x) )
We could approximate the series defining Z() involving Chebyshev function by an improper integral, if we perform integration over the variable "p" we have the approximate Non-linear integral equation for the potential V(x):
(e u/2 − e −u/2ψ
Where the first 2 terms of Z(u) :
, making u=log(x) the term inside the parenthesis approaches 0 for big x since Of course instead of summing over Energies giving the imaginary part of the roots of ζ(ρ) = 0 we could have made the sum over -En so −iu = −β → u = −i/T , getting the complex conjugate of (4) if combine both Integral equations we get:
Then the operator that gives all the roots of ζ(1/2 + iE n ) = 0 is given by the linear differential equation: −
Or the Mellin-type transform:
Using the delta function
ν ) ν> 0 (sum over primes and prime powers) Possible application to prime numbers: Now if we consider the next "Partition function" given by :
We can get the integral equality (An analogue of (4) for the distribution of primes considered as "Energy" levels ) s
Solving to get the inverse of Potential Q(x) ( (Q • g)(x) = x ) we find, taking inverse Laplace (Bilateral) transforms to both sides:
Where D1/2 can be considered the half-derivative operator:
"floor" function Conclusions and final remarks: A possible connection between RH and Operator theory proposed by Hilbert and Polya was to find a Self-adjoint or Hermitian operator so:
In case this T=T+ exists, then we would have proved RH, our purpose in this paper is to find this operator T, considering it's a Hamiltonian of a certain Quantum system, using the explicit formula for the Chebyshev function and differentiating respect to x:
Then the explicit formula is just the partition function Z for a certain hypothetical system at an imaginary Temperature "T" in the Thermodynamic equilibrium, this Z is precisely the Trace of a certain operator involving the Hamiltonian Z = T r[e −βĤ ] , where the Eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are the imaginary parts of the Non-trivial roots of Riemann Zeta function, after that using the integral representation for the Z we have found a Non-linear integral equations (4) and (5) for the V(x) in the form:
This integral equation is obtained considering that H=p2+V(x), a particle of mass 1/2 moving under the influence of a potential V, and integrating over variable p.
A commonly used Numerical method would be approximate the Integral equation by a set of equations:
Where Hn are the Hermite Polynomials defined by H n (x) = (−1) n e
From the Non-linear system of equations we get the values V(xi ) to calculate the "shape" of the potential.
To calculate the approximate integral equation we have used the "Semiclassical approximation" for the partition function Z (sum over energies)
e 3u −e u if u>0 , u = iβ So the "Eigenvalues" En of the Hamiltonian, for are precisely the roots ρ n = 1 2 + it n using this "Semi-classical" approach for n "big" and a potential V(x) then:
From the "physical" point of view for the partition function Z(u) ,describing "|u|" the inverse of the Temperature of the gas, the approximation of a sum over "Energies" by an integral considering that (x, p) vary smoothly, it gets better as we approach to u → 0 (classical behavior), and for big "Energies". (6) If we wish to impose the condition that our Kernel is on a L2 Space:
The condition above isn't fulfilled if there are roots of the form ρ n = a + it n , a?1/2 ,which make real exponentials of the form e (1/2−a)u , e −(1/2−a)u to appear in the formula for Z(u), so it diverges in the limit u?8 (for u<0 the Z(u) is 0) .
If we take the inverse of the potential V(x) then the "complex version" of our integral equation (4) References:
